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(57) ABSTRACT 

A video gaming system and related network interfaces With 
an online fantasy sports game. The fantasy sports game can be 
enhanced using various features of the video game play. In 
one aspect of the invention the video game system provide a 
video game console platform for the fantasy team oWner to 
attend the fantasy draft over a network that includes the Inter 
net. Attending the fantasy draft includes selecting available 
real-life athletes from a list of available real-life athletes in the 
fantasy draft as members of a fantasy team roster and receiv 
ing information describing fantasy draft selections by other 
fantasy team oWners attending the fantasy draft. The video 
game system includes instructions for displaying sports video 
game characters associated With the same real-life athletes 
being drafted in the online fantasy game. 
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Figge 1 
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VIDEO GAMES INCLUDING REAL-LIFE 
ATTRIBUTES AND/OR FANSTASY SETTINGS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a divisional application of US. 
patent application Ser. No. 11/956,288, ?led Dec. 13, 2007, 
Which claims the bene?t of US. Provisional Patent Applica 
tion No. 60/869,831, ?led Dec. 13, 2006, both of Which are 
hereby incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0003] The present invention relates to video gaming sys 
tems and related netWorks, video gaming software, and online 
fantasy sports. 
[0004] 2. Related Technology 
[0005] Fantasy sports leagues have become of increased 
popularity and are associated With virtually every sport 
played, not only in the United States, but also internationally. 
A fantasy sport (also knoWn as rotisserie, roto, or fairy-tale 
sport; or oWner simulation) is a game Where fantasy oWners 
build a fantasy team that competes against other fantasy 
teams managed by real-life fantasy team oWners based on the 
statistics generated by individual real-life athletes, such as 
professional or collegiate athletes, or real-life teams of a 
real-life professional sport. Probably the most common vari 
ant converts statistical performance of real-life athletes into 
points that are compiled and totaled according to fantasy 
settings. Typically a fantasy team oWner manages a fantasy 
roster listing real-life sport athletes selected, Which are 
selected by the fantasy team oWner in a fantasy draft. These 
point systems are typically simple enough to be manually 
calculated by a “league commissioner”, but more commonly 
use computer accounting of real-life athlete statistics that 
occur in actual real-life professional or collegiate sports. In 
fantasy sports there is typically the ability for each fantasy 
team oWner to trade, cut, and resign players, like a real-life 
sports team oWner. In such fantasy leagues the fantasy oWner 
is typically not an athlete or actual team manager, but rather, 
creates a fantasy team of real-life athletes and competes 
against the athlete selections of other fantasy team oWners in 
the same fantasy league. 
[0006] It is estimated by the Fantasy Sports Trade Associa 
tion (FSTA) that 16 million adults in the US, age 18 to 55, 
play fantasy sports. Fantasy sports are also popular through 
out the World With leagues for professional, regional, and 
collegiate football, basketball, baseball, hockey, golf, soccer, 
auto racing, Wrestling, cricket, and other sports. Both profes 
sional and collegiate level sports have fantasy leagues asso 
ciated thereto. Several examples of various fantasy formats 
are illustrated in Appendix A of US. Provisional Patent 
Application Ser. No. 60/869,831. As illustrated in the 
examples of Appendix A of the ’831 provisional application, 
the rules of play may be customiZed, in some instances, by 
members of a league, such as a league manager. 
[0007] An example of a football format is also illustrated by 
the folloWing FSTA example: 
[0008] HoW to Play Fantasy Football 

[0009] When they devised the term “armchair quarter 
back” they certainly had the game of fantasy football in 
mind. 

[0010] As the general manager, the fantasy football 
league oWner assembles his team of stars and scrubs, 
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making sure he has the right mix of passing, rushing and 
kicking. In some leagues, the fantasy general manager 
even has to assemble a defense. Then as the team’s 
coach, the fantasy league oWner has to pick the right 
starting lineup for that Week’s games, making sure that 
his best players aren’t sitting on the bench. For anyone 
interested in starting a league, all you need are a feW 
basic rules to get going. The beauty of fantasy football is 
that there really isn’t any set guideline you MUST fol 
loW. It’s your fantasy league, so fantasiZe any Way you 
Want. The main thing is to enjoy NFL games and enjoy 
them the best Way you knoW hoW. And that Way is 
through a fantasy football league. 

[0011] Okay, noW let’s take it step by step and get you 
started. 

[0012] Step 1 
[0013] Assemble a league of football oWners Who are 

Willing to Wheel and deal throughout the course of the 
NFL season. There is no set number, mind you, but 12 
teams is great and 16 teams is better. You can certainly 
form leagues that are bigger and smaller than that, but 
make sure that you have an even-number of teams 
because each Week you go head-to-head With another 
team. 

[0014] Step 2 
[0015] Elect a commissioner. The commissioner should 

be somebody Who every team oWner respectsiyou 
knoW, someone you’d let date your sister. The commis 
sioner, Who most likely also oWns a team in the league, 
is responsible for the league constitution, bylaWs and all 
?nal decisions. 

[0016] Step 3 
[0017] Setting the rules for your league is very impor 

tant. There are many variations to the game and scoring 
systems for fantasy football are as different as the NFL 
and the CFL. Make sure all rules are set in stone before 
the draft is held. Some leagues give six points to any 
player Who scores a touchdoWn, Whether it be from 
rushing, passing or receiving. In that scenario, the quar 
terback and the Wide receiver each get six points for a 
touchdoWn pass, making it ideal to have both Brett Favre 
and Antonio Freeman on your fantasy team. Other 
leagues give six points for a rushing touchdoWn and just 
three to the QB and three to the Wide receiver on a 
touchdoWn pass. Some leagues also give bonus points 
for individual statistics, like three points for 100-yards 
rushing, 100-yards receiving or 300-yards passing. 
Bonus points can also be given for the length of a run, 
pass, catch or kick. The siZe of rosters also varies from 
league to league. Most leagues have rosters of 15 to 17 
players: Three quarterbacks, four to ?ve running backs, 
four to ?ve Wide receivers, tWo tight ends and tWo kick 
ers. Most leagues start just sevenplayers each Week: One 
QB, tWo running backs, tWo Wide receivers, one tight 
end and one kicker. The accumulative points of one 
team’s starters are matched up against the points of 
another team and the end result is either a victory or a 
loss. There are no Weighted statistics in fantasy football, 
just head-to-head records. Some leagues also use 
defense in their scoring system, drafting either one 
defensive player and starting him each Week or drafting 
an entire defensive team and getting scoring from that 
team for any defensive touchdoWn or safety. Head 
coaches or teams can also be ?gured in the mix of things, 
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With teams drafting one head coach and getting any 
Where from one to three points for each victory that 
coach attains during the year. 

[0018] Step 4 
[0019] Have a draft. Players are usually acquired by 

using a draft, similar to What the NFL does. In the draft, 
team oWners select any player they Want and draft for 
1 5-17 rounds to ?ll out their rosters. However, unlike the 
NFL, the draft is held in reverse order for the even 
number rounds to make the league more balanced. For 
instance, in a 10-team league the draft order Would be 1 
through 10, With the 10th team having the ?rst pick of the 
second round and going back up in reverse order. In that 
scenario, the ?rst team to pick Wouldn’t select again 
until the 20th pick, but Would then start the third round 
With the 21st selection. Some leagues also like to draft 
their players the same Way they do in Rotisserie Base 
ball. With that in mind, players are acquired by using a 
bidding system Where players are acquired for a dollar 
amount. Each team Would have an imaginary $260 bud 
get (or other fake cash ?gure) and players Would be 
acquired by using that salary cap. In that scenario, Ter 
rell Davis could go for $80. 

[0020] Step 5 
[0021] Set the schedule. League schedules are set up so 

that every team plays every other team at least once, and 
divisions are set up according to the league siZe. In 
leagues of 10 teams, only tWo divisions are needed and 
the top tWo teams in each division qualify for the play 
offs. In leagues of 12 or more, three or four divisions are 
needed. Either Way, the playoffs usually consist of the 
top four teams, With those teams meeting during Week 
16 of the regular season. The Super BoWl is then held on 
the ?nal Week of the regular seasoniWeek 17 this 
yeariso that all of the NFL players are eligible for the 
fantasy football teams. Check out our schedule page in 
this issue for more help. 

[0022] Step 6 
[0023] Compile scores. Fantasy football is the one fan 

tasy game in Which you can actually count up your oWn 
scores; you Wouldn’t dare try that in baseball or basket 
ball (or shouldn’t, anyWay). There are also several free 
services on the Internet that Will run your league in 
exchange for the traf?c your league Will provide. Also, 
there are a number of softWare products that Will help 
you run your league. 

[0024] Step 7 
[0025] Transactions. Teams can continue to trade 

throughout the season and teams can also pick up free 
agents anytime during the year. Leagues Will need to 
form some type of setup so that the teams With the Worst 
record get ?rst shot at the free agents. Otherwise it’s a 
?rst-come, ?rst-serve basis. Some leagues have unlim 
ited transactions, While others assign points for transac 
tions, and you bid on free agents. The high bid gets the 
player, but you have to be careful not to use up your 
points too early in the season. 

[0026] Step 8 
[0027] Have fun. That’s What it’s all about. 

The FSTA also provides the folloWing example of a baseball 
fantasy league: 
[0028] HoW to Play Fantasy Baseball 

[0029] Every day, more and more sports fans are becom 
ing familiar With the rules and regulations of fantasy 
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baseball. For anyone interested in starting a league, it’s 
as easy as one-tWo-three. All you have to do is folloW a 
feW ?exible rules and take it from there. The beauty of 
fantasy baseball is that there really isn’t any set guideline 
you MUST folloW. It’s your fantasy league, so fantasiZe 
any Way you Want. The main thing is to enjoy baseball 
and enjoy fantasy baseball. That’s it. OK, let’s take it 
step by step and get you started. 

[0030] Step 1 
[0031] Assemble a handful of baseball fanatics Who are 

Willing to Wheel and deal throughout the course of the 
baseball season. There is no set number, mind you, but 
10 teams is great and 12 teams is perfect. Anything less 
than eight makes it a league ?lled With all-stars, While 
anything more than 12 is pushing the impossible. Make 
sure you ?nd guys Who are just as nuts about baseball as 
you are, and it Will help immensely if a couple of the 
players have been in a fantasy league before. 

[0032] Step 2 
[0033] Elect a commissioner. He or she Will be respon 

sible for compiling Weekly statistics of every team, and 
can be called the High Exalted Commissioner for Life or 
something of that ilk. The commissioner should be 
somebody that every team oWner respects because 
he/ she Will be responsible for the league constitution, 
bylaWs and all ?nal decisions. One of the commission 
er’s responsibilities is Writing the league neWsletter, 
Which goes out every Week or tWo With complete stand 
ings and statistics, or typing into the computer if it’s an 
on-line league. 

[0034] Step 3 
[0035] One of your ?rst big decisions Will be to decide 
Whether to mix players from the American and National 
leagues or to compete With players from just one league. 
If you mix leagues, the number of teams can be greater 
than 10 or 12. Using just one league has the advantage of 
making every oWner use stars, backups and scrubs. Mix 
ing the leagues, of course, provides enough superstars 
for every team. 

[0036] Step 4 
[0037] Each team is composed of 23 players taken from 

the active rosters of the NL and/or AL teams. Each 
team’s roster usually consists of tWo catchers, one ?rst 
baseman, one second baseman, one shortstop, one third 
baseman, one middle in?elder (second baseman or 
shortstop), one comer in?elder (?rst baseman or third 
baseman), one designated hitter (for AL leagues, or call 
him a utility player for NL leagues), ?ve out?elders and 
nine pitchers. The pitching breakdoWn is usually ?ve 
starters and four relievers, although that isn’t Written in 
stone. 

[0038] Step 5 
[0039] Players are acquired in one of tWo Waysiand 

here’s one of the slight differences betWeen Rotisserie 
baseball and fantasy baseball. Generally, fantasy base 
ball uses a draft to select teams, much like the NFL does. 
Each team is responsible for ?lling its 23 roster posi 
tions, but the oWners can pick any player at any position 
Whenever their turn in the draft comes up. Some leagues 
hold drafts in January and February and draft as many as 
40 players per team, and then cut doWn to 23 by Opening 
Day. Other leagues pick after Opening Day and ?ll their 
23 -man roster through the draft, using only players that 
made maj or-league rosters. To pick the draft order for an 
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inaugural season, cut cards, draw straws or do something 
equally scienti?c. Rotisserie baseball is different in that 
teams are formedusing an open auction to select players. 
Each team is assigned $260 to allocate for player sala 
ries. Unlike the ?rst method of drafting, the order of 
auctioning players doesn’t matter. The minimum ?rst 
bid is $1. Bidding then proceeds around the room at 
minimum increments of $1 until the player is purchased 
by one team owner. The process is repeated until every 
team has a full complement of 23 position players. With 
this method, each team has to stay within its budget. 

[0040] Step 6 
[0041] Team rankings are tabulated using four or more 

offensive categories and four pitching categories. The 
offensive statistics most often used are composite team 
batting average, total home runs, total runs batted in and 
total stolen bases, with runs scored the ?fth-most popu 
lar choice. The pitching categories are usually compos 
ite team earned-run average, total wins, total saves and 
composite team WHIP Ratio (walks plus hits divided by 
number of innings pitched), and strikeouts are also often 
used. 

[0042] Step 7 
[0043] Know your rules. For instance, if you’re in a 

10-team league, the team that ?nished ?rst in a category 
earns 10 points, the second-place team gets nine points, 
third place eight points and so forth down to the last 
place team getting one point. So the team with the most 
home runs by its 14 offensive players receives 10 points, 
while the team with the least number of home runs gets 
just one point. This system works for all categories, each 
of which have equal value, so the most points a team in 
a 10-team league with eight categories could receive if it 
won every category is 80 points. 

[0044] Step 8 
[0045] The biggest headache for the commissioner used 

to be compiling team statistics. That was before the 
Internet, that is, and the development of stats services. 
Very few leagues currently compile their own stats.Your 
best bet is to search on-line or check out the ads in this 
magaZine. You’ll ?nd that because of competition, the 
price can be very reasonable, or even free. 

[0046] Step 9 
[0047] Transaction deadlines must be set. It used to be 

that leagues would use USA Today for their stats, so the 
week would run from the time USA Today ran its stats 
for each league on Tuesday and Wednesday. Now, most 
stat services run on a Monday through Sunday week, and 
many on-line services are ?exible enough to allow you 
to determine when your weekly transactions must be 
made. Most often, it’s Monday afternoon. 

[0048] Step 10 
[0049] A player is eligible to be drafted at any position at 
which he appeared in 20 games or more during the 
preceding year. Because of this rule, Fantasy Sports 
Magazine includes games played at each position for 
every player who is analyZed in this issue. 

[0050] Step 11 
[0051] If one of your players is put on the disabled list, 

sent to the minors or released, he may be replaced by a 
player who is unprotected by any other team. If Carlos 
Lee gets hurt or somehow gets sent back to the minors 
midway through the season and is replaced by Jeff 
Abbott, you could put Lee on your protected list and pick 
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up Abbott as a free agent. But when Lee returns from the 
minors or the DL, you have to cut one of them for good. 

[0052] Step 12 
[0053] Each league has to make decisions on how they 
want to play and for what price. We do not recommend 
you play for money; think of the $260 ?gure as a form of 
Monopoly money. But a league traveling trophy is a 
good idea, so that at least you have something concrete 
to play for. 

[0054] Step 13 
[0055] Don’t get too complicated with your rules. For 

starters, we recommend that you don’t include any more 
statistics than the eight proposed, although runs and 
strikeouts are also used in many leagues across the coun 
try. Those eight categories will give you a clear indica 
tion of the better team. 

[0056] Another bit of adviceiif you want to play fan 
tasy sports in the future, plan on being on the Internet. 
That’s where the game is headed, although many ser 
vices provided stats that can be faxed or mailed, and 
those leagues can be just as fun. Finally, keep it simple 
and have fun. That’s the entire groundwork you’ll need 
to start a fantasy baseball league. We hope this will help 
you get a league started. Soon you’ll ?nd out what more 
than 4 million fantasy baseball fanatics have been enj oy 
ing for the last decade. 

[0057] Other sports and fantasy formats including various 
fantasy settings, such as those is set forth above, are described 
herein, disclosed in the Background section of US. Provi 
sional Patent Application 60/869,831, and/or are known to 
one of ordinary skill in the art. 

SUMMARY 

[0058] Several embodiments disclosed herein relate to a 
video gaming system and related network that interfaces with 
an online fantasy sports game. The video game play is 
enhanced using various features of a fantasy sports game. 
Similarly, the fantasy sports game can be enhanced using 
various features of the video game play. Further, in another 
embodiment, the video gaming system and related network 
allows real-life attributes (e.g., real-life environmental 
attributes and/ or real-life player attributes) to be incorporated 
into video game play. In yet another embodiment disclosed 
herein, the video gaming system and/or fantasy sports game 
are associated with a virtual world. Still other embodiments 
can include combinations of the above aspects with an open 
video game whereby player feedback is used to directly 
modify the video game played by the user giving the feedback 
and can be used to modify the video game played by other 
players via a connection to a network that includes the Inter 
net. 

[0059] One embodiment of the invention is related to a 
video game program product in the form of instructions on a 
storage medium. The video game program product includes 
sports video game instructions, video game character param 
eters, and video game image data con?gured to provide a 
sports video game in conjunction with a video gaming 
machine. The video game program product includes instruc 
tions con?gured to enable the video gaming machine to 
download a fantasy setting of an online fantasy sports league. 
The video game program product includes instructions con 
?gured to modify a sports video game parameter and/or 
image data of the sports video game using the fantasy setting. 
In one embodiment, the fantasy setting includes a fantasy 
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team roster and the downloaded fantasy team roster is used to 
modify a roster of a video game team. 

[0060] In one embodiment, the fantasy team roster can 
include a list of active status fantasy team members and a list 
of non-active status fantasy team members. Similarly, the 
video game team can include a list of active video game 
characters and non-active video game characters. The video 
game program product includes instructions con?gured to 
synchroniZe the status of a particular video game character 
With a particular fantasy team member Where both are asso 
ciated With the same real-life athlete. 

[0061] In another embodiment, the video game program 
product includes instructions con?gured to enable the video 
gaming machine to doWnload a video game parameter that is 
associated With a real-life attribute (e.g., a player perfor 
mance parameter) and instructions con?gured to modify at 
least one sports video game parameter and/or image data of 
the sports video game using the doWnloaded video game 
parameter. A particular video game character can be associ 
ated With a particular real-life athlete by modifying a video 
game performance parameter of the video game character 
using the real-life performance attribute of the particular real 
life athlete. 

[0062] In one embodiment, the performance parameter can 
be a predictive performance parameter Where the prediction is 
associated With a real-life prediction of a players’ perfor 
mance and/or team’s performance in an upcoming sporting 
event. The real-life prediction can be based on fantasy league 
data (i.e., fantasy league player selections), poll data, and/or 
the opinion of one or more experts, so long as the data is 
generated close in time to the real-life sporting event (e.g., 
Within a Week or Within days of the sporting event). 

[0063] Examples of suitable video game performance 
parameters that can be modi?ed include, but are not limited 
to, catching, throWing, kicking, hitting, driving, sliding, run 
ning, tackling, missing, jumping, passing, stopping, turning, 
or rate of Wearing out a device action of the particular video 
game character. 

[0064] Yet another embodiment of the invention includes a 
method and/or system for updating a sports video game With 
fantasy settings, player performance parameters, and/or 
video game image data. The method includes hosting an 
online fantasy sports league and transmitting a fantasy team 
roster to a video game machine via a netWork. The fantasy 
team roster includes a list of real-World athletes associated 
With video game characters of the sports video game to be 
played on the video game machine. 

[0065] One aspect of the present invention is that the gam 
ing system can receive frequently changing fantasy settings, 
video game parameters, and/ or image data. Because this data 
is associated With real-life attributes, the data can be changing 
on a monthly, Weekly, daily, or even by the minute basis. For 
example, Where the fantasy setting includes a team roster, the 
team roster can be a dynamic team roster that changes peri 
odically during a fantasy sports league season. In the case 
Where the fantasy league is Fantasy Football, the fantasy 
roster typically changes on a Weekly basis. 

[0066] In one embodiment, the doWnloaded fantasy setting 
or video game parameter can be modi?ed a plurality of times 
during a sports season, more preferably at least on a monthly 
basis, more preferably on a Weekly basis. Most preferably the 
doWnloaded fantasy setting or video game parameter can be 
updated at least as frequently as the online fantasy league is 
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updated and/or at least as frequently as the occurrence of the 
real-life competitions associated With the real-life athletes. 
[0067] Interfacing the video gaming system and related 
netWork With the online fantasy sports game according to the 
various embodiments of the invention brings a unique ele 
ment of play to video gaming. For example, the video game 
user can become a manager of the video game team and 
makes decisions about What team members should or should 
not be played over the course of a sports season. The video 
game competition can be more meaningful than traditional 
sports video games because the video game user has a sig 
ni?cant input as to hoW the video game characters are pro 
grammed to play. Moreover, the video game team and/ or the 
performance of the individual video game characters can be 
changing on a frequent basis (often as frequently as the real 
life athletes compete). Interfacing the sports video game With 
the fantasy sports league brings an element of play to the 
video game that Would likely be impossible to accomplish 
using traditional techniques for designing sports video 
games. 
[0068] An embodiment of the invention includes a method 
for updating a sports video game With video game parameters 
relating to a real-life environmental attribute. The method 
includes, identifying a real-life environmental attribute asso 
ciated With a real-life sports event and converting the real-life 
environmental attribute to a video game environmental 
parameter. The video game environmental parameter is trans 
mitted to a video game machine via a netWork such that the 
video game environmental parameter is incorporated into the 
sports video game. The video game environmental parameter 
can be used as is or used to modify other video game param 
eters (e. g., player performance parameter) or used to modify 
video game image data. 
[0069] Examples of real-life environmental attributes that 
can be converted to a video game environmental parameters 
include, but are not limited to, conditions at a real-life sport 
ing event Where it is sunny, cloudy, shady, raining, snoWing, 
sleeting, thundering, lightening, hot, cold, slippery, Wet, dry, 
humid, hard ground, soft ground, and/or Windy (including 
Wind speed and Wind direction). 
[0070] In yet another embodiment, the invention includes 
hosting a virtual World in Which users create personal 
motional avatars and navigate a virtual World. The personal 
motional avatars are capable of Walking, running, and/ or ?y 
ing to navigate the virtual World and are able to interact With 
other personal motional avatars. The hosted virtual World 
alloWs users to participate in one or more activities related to 
oWning and operating an online fantasy team. For example, 
the fantasy team oWners can participate in a fantasy league 
draft (e.g. enabled by fantasy draft video game program prod 
uct instructions), trade fantasy team members, modify a team 
roster, and/or select the active or non-active status of team 
members from Within the virtual World. 
[0071] These and other advantages and features of the 
present invention Will become more fully apparent from the 
folloWing description and appended claims as set forth beloW. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0072] To further clarify the above and other advantages 
and features of the present invention, a more particular 
description of the invention Will be rendered by reference to 
speci?c embodiments thereof Which are illustrated in the 
appended draWings. It is appreciated that these draWings 
depict only typical embodiments of the invention and are 
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therefore not to be considered limiting of its scope. The inven 
tion Will be described and explained With additional speci?c 
ity and detail through the use of the accompanying draWings 
in Which: 
[0073] FIG. 1 illustrates a fantasy team page; 
[0074] FIG. 2 illustrates a current matchup page; 
[0075] FIG. 3 illustrates a system for providing a sports 
video game that incorporates real-life attributes, fantasy 
league settings, virtual identity/virtual World aspects, adver 
tisement and/ or open video game aspects; 
[0076] FIG. 4 illustrates a system for providing a sports 
video game that incorporates real-life attributes, fantasy 
league settings, virtual identity/virtual World aspects, adver 
tisement and/ or open video game aspects; 
[0077] FIG. 5 is a block diagram ofan example ofa video 
game machine; 
[0078] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of an interactive menu; 
[0079] FIGS. 7A-7E are block diagrams of a video game 
medium; 
[0080] FIG. 8 illustrates a method for providing a sports 
video game that includes real-life attributes and fantasy set 
tings and attributes; 
[0081] FIG. 9 illustrates a method for providing informa 
tion describing fantasy settings and/or real-life attributes for 
affecting a parameter of a sports video game is illustrated; 
[0082] FIG. 10 illustrates a method for a video game 
machine, such as a game console, to provide a video game 
With parameters of the video game affected by real-life 
attributes and events as Well as fantasy settings; 
[0083] FIG. 11 illustrates a method for updating a sports 
video game With video game parameters representing real 
life attributes; 
[0084] FIG. 12 illustrates a method for updating a sports 
video game With one or more fantasy settings; 
[0085] FIG. 13 illustrates a method for updating parameters 
of a sports video game With one or more predictive real-life 
athlete attributes; 
[0086] FIG. 14 illustrates a method for modifying a video 
game; 
[0087] FIG. 15 illustrates a method for modifying a video 
game; and 
[0088] FIG. 16 illustrates a method for providing a virtual 
World in conjunction With an online fantasy sports league 
and/ or a video game. 

DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL EMBODIMENTS 

[0089] Embodiments disclosed herein relate to a video 
gaming system and related netWork that interfaces With an 
online fantasy sports game. The video game play is enhanced 
using various features of a fantasy sports game. Similarly, the 
fantasy sports game canbe enhancedusing various features of 
the video game play. Further, in another embodiment, the 
video gaming system and related netWork alloWs real-life 
attributes (e.g., real-life environmental attributes and/ or real 
life player attributes) to be incorporated into video game play. 
In yet another embodiment disclosed herein, the video gam 
ing system and/or fantasy sports game are associated With a 
virtual World. Still other embodiments can include combina 
tions of the above aspects With an open video game Whereby 
player feedback is used to directly modify the video game 
played by the user giving the feedback and can be used to 
modify the video game played by other players via a connec 
tion to a netWork that includes the Internet. 
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[0090] For purposes of this invention, a “fantasy team 
oWner” is a real-life person that directs a “fantasy sport” or a 
“fantasy league” team (i.e., the real-life person playing the 
fantasy sport). Moreover, for purposes of this invention, the 
“fantasy team oWner” is not the real-life athlete engaging in 
the real-life sporting events associated With the fantasy game. 

I. Integration of Real-Life Attributes in a Video Game 

[0091] Sports video games, such as video games simulating 
football, hockey, basketball, soccer, cricket, golf, as Well as 
other sports discussed above, include various game param 
eters, such as video game team rosters, video game environ 
ments, and video game individual character parameters. 
Video game roster parameters can include active and inactive 
players on a video game team. Additional video game param 
eters are disclosed in Appendix B of US. Provisional Patent 
Application Ser. No. 60/869,831. 
[0092] Video game character performance parameters 
relate to hoW a video game character performs in the video 
game. According to the teachings disclosed herein, the video 
game character performance parameters may be associated 
With real-life athlete attributes, such as being associated With 
rushing yards, passing yards, touchdoWns, goals, points, 
assists, save percentage, ?eld goal percentage, batting per 
centage, speed, strength, agility, likelihood of dropping a ball 
or creating a turnover, likelihood of creating an error, accu 
racy, temperament, and/or ability in many other respects. 
Also, the real-life athlete attributes incorporated as video 
game character parameters can include speci?c athletic 
moves Where, as a real-life athlete develops different moves 
(or actions), the video game can be updated With simulations 
of the neW moves. Success rates of the real-life moves can 

also be incorporated into the video game. Moreover, as the 
success rates of real-life athlete moves vary, for example a 
spin move is not as successful as it used to be, such real-life 
attributes success rates may be incorporated into the video 
game. Thus, the character in the video game can evolve over 
time as the associated real-life athlete evolves in real-life. Any 
real-life athlete attribute, Which may be represented as a per 
formance statistic, can be manually, automatically or semi 
automatically included in a video game as a video game 
character performance parameter according to the teachings 
disclosed herein. 
[0093] Real-life attributes may also include hoW a real-life 
team is developing, including changes in team colors, jerseys, 
?elds, performance, and fans. For example, Where a real-life 
team or athlete is on a hot streak, or particularly emotional, 
such parameters may be incorporated into the video game. 
Where the real-life team tends to perform to the croWd, or 
have a particular rivalry, such real-life team attributes may be 
incorporated into the video game, in some embodiments by 
relative real-time updating, or periodic or selectable updating, 
as such real-life attributes are developed. 
[0094] The age and appearance of players and other real 
life physical attributes may also be updated in the video game. 
For example, bruises, lost teeth, braces, casts, haircuts, etc. 
can be incorporated into the video game as such changes 
occur in real-life. For example, video game parameters asso 
ciated With an appearance of a video game character repre 
senting a real-life athlete can be modi?ed (or updated) as the 
appearance attributes of the real-life athlete changes in real 
life. 
[0095] Moreover, other real-life fan attributes may be 
incorporated into the video game. For example, Where a real 
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life team’s fans include a team associated group of fans, such 
as the Cleveland Dog Pound or the Raider Nation, such real 
life fan attributes may be incorporated into the video game as 
video game parameters. As such fan attributes change in 
real-life, such changes in fan attributes may be incorporated 
into the video game in real-time or as the video game receives 
periodic, or initiated, updates of video game fan parameters. 
The fans can do animated actions simulating real-life fan 
actions, such as a fan Wave, throWing items on the ?eld, 
heckling a video game character, tearing doWn a goal post in 
a particularly good comeback or important victory, or other 
Wise simulate any action of real-life fans. 
[0096] Real-life reactions of fans can also be incorporated 
into the sports video game. For example, Where a team is a 
visiting team the fans in the video game can be con?gured to 
react as those visiting team fans Which they represent. More 
over, Where the team is a home team, the fans in the video 
game can be con?gured to react as the home team fans Which 
they represent and can be modi?ed over time as the fans 
themselves change in real-life. Visiting fan sections can also 
be more accurately represented in the video game via the 
updating of video game parameters. 
[0097] Real-life mascot attributes can be incorporated into 
the sports video game. For example, a team may have a team 
associated mascot and a virtual mascot representing the real 
life attributes of the real-life mascot can be incorporated into 
the sports video game as video game mascot parameters. 
Moreover, as the real-life mascot develops neW tricks or reac 
tions to fans the video game mascot parameters can be 
updated such neW real-life mascot attributes such that the 
video game mascot more closely resembles the real-life mas 
cot. 

[0098] Coaching parameters may be modi?ed as coaching 
attributes change in real-life. For example, Where a real-life 
coach changes reactions, plays, lineups, clothes, comments, 
instructions, and attitude, such real-life coach attributes can 
be incorporated into a sports video game. For example, Where 
a coach begins to Wear certain attire the associated video 
game coach character is updated via a connection to a net 
Work that includes the Internet such that the video game coach 
character begins Wearing virtual attire representing the attire 
of the coach in real-life. 
[0099] Commentary parameters can be changed in the 
video game to represent real-life commentary attributes. For 
example, real-life commentary clips, Whether video, audio, 
text, or other, may be incorporated into the sports video game 
such that the sports video game includes parameters related to 
real-life commentary. Moreover, such real-life commentary 
can be selectable such that the video game may include com 
mentary by a particular commentator, such as Bob Costas or 
Steve Madden. Real-life clips or animated characters repre 
senting commentators can be incorporated into the video 
game and associated video game commentator characters 
updated as real-life commentators change. 
[0100] Environmental parameters may be modi?ed in the 
video game to represent real-life environmental attributes. 
For example, Where a neW camera angle is used, Where half 
time shoWs are presented, cheerleader out?ts and dances, 
animations shoWn on real-life television shoWs, and other 
real-life visual attributes may be incorporated into the envi 
ronmental parameters of the sports video game. Other real 
life environmental attributes, such as real-life Weather, sta 
dium, ?eld conditions, course, and other environmental 
attributes can also be incorporated as video game environ 
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mental parameters such that virtual/ simulated Weather, stadi 
ums, golf courses, and ?eld conditions more accurately rep 
resent the real-World conditions Which they represent. For 
example, if it is snoWing at Lambeau ?eld in real-life simu 
lated snoW conditions can be incorporated into Lambeau ?eld 
in the sports video game. Examples of Weather attributes 
include Whether it is sunny, cloudy, shady, raining, snoWing, 
sleeting, thundering, lightening, hot, cold, more exact tem 
perature attributes, slippery, Wet, humidity, and/ or dry in real 
life. 
[0101] Such environmental attributes and changes in video 
game environmental parameters can also affect video game 
character performance parameters. For example, Where it is 
Wet, cold, Windy, or snoWing in real-life and such environ 
mental attributes are incorporated into the video game param 
eters, such visual conditions can effect video game character 
parameters by causing a higher (or loWer) likelihood of 
fumbles, slips, inaccuracy, or missed shots, for example. Any 
performance effect that Would occur in real-life as a result of 
the environmental conditions can be incorporated into the 
video game parameters and affect the video game character 
performance. Other video game character performance 
parameters that can be affected by environmental parameters 
include speed, agility, stopping, catching, throWing, kicking, 
hitting, driving, sliding, running, tacking, missing, jumping, 
passing, stopping, turning, Wearing out equipment, and/or 
mechanical performance of a device, such as a car, in the 
video game. Moreover, Where a particular real-life athlete is 
particularly affected by environmental conditions, video 
game parameters can be modi?ed such that a video game 
character associated With the real-life athlete is affected in a 
similar manner by the environmental conditions as the asso 
ciated real-life athlete. As used herein, a video game character 
associated With a real-life athlete is a video game character 
intended to represent that real-life athlete in the video game. 

[0102] The sports video game (or a fantasy league) can 
include a computer generated post game highlights and tour 
nament summary creation softWare that automatically (or can 
be a video editor for use by a user) to create a video clip 
summary of a video game or fantasy competition. For 
example, the highlight softWare can select key actions or 
match ups from the video game competition, tournament, or 
fantasy competition and introduce commentary to create an 
edited video. There can also be an ongoing commentary video 
regarding fantasy league play Where at the end of the season 
a video can be vieWed that summarizes that season or multiple 
seasons. For example, Where a particular team oWner contin 
ues to Win multiple seasons a “dynasty” video can be created 
and such video sent to friends or shoWn in the virtual World as 
discussed beloW. 

[0103] Any other parameter of the video game may incor 
porate any aspect of real-life sport attributes.Various embodi 
ments of the invention disclosed herein relate to affecting 
these, as Well as many other, sports video game parameters 
based at least in part on at least one real-life attribute and/ or at 
least one fantasy setting as described in further detail herein 
after. 

[0104] While in a preferred embodiment the video game 
parameter associated With the real-life attribute is typically 
used in conjunction a fantasy setting, as discussed beloW, the 
present invention also extends to embodiments Where a real 
life attribute is converted to a video game parameter and 
doWnloaded to a video game system, also described beloW, 
Without being associated With a fantasy sport. For example, in 


























